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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is widely recognized to be a
highly successful research and development (R&D) organization. An important element of the
DARPA model of R&D management is its use of short-term program managers (PMs), who are
given authority and responsibility to develop and manage R&D programs. DARPAs success in
large part depends on its ability to recruit and develop excellent program managers.
This report focuses on how DARPA identifies, recruits, and develops program managers. It
discusses the skills PMs need, their backgrounds before coming to DARPA, their motivations for
taking the jobs, and their typical careers after DARPA. The report also briefly discusses
personnel practices at the Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E), which was
modeled after DARPA. It also describes how DARPA interacts with its community of research
performers, clients, support contractors, alumni and others to recruit PMs and facilitate postDARPA positions.
DARPA’s R&D management and personnel system are part of the overall U.S. R&D system, and
it is important to understand how DARPA’s personnel practices fit with other aspects of the
systems. In particular:






There are many R&D performing organizations (universities, companies, and non-profit
research firms) that compete for funding that comes from many R&D funding agencies.
This has led to environment that values and develops the skills need by DARPA PMs -including the ability to understanding client needs, assemble and manage teams, and
develop strong research proposals and plans.
Other U.S. R&D organizations, including some government and non-profit laboratories,
universities, and technology companies share some elements DARPA’s management
styles. Thus, there are many people in the U.S. R&D system who are familiar with
aspects of DARPA’s R&D management style, facilitating the recruitment of good PMs.
There is high mobility among top technical personnel in the U.S. It is common for
researchers to move between universities, government and industry. This facilitates
both recruitment of PMs and their employment after their DARPA term ends.

DARPA’ PMs typically serve 3-5-year terms and are usually responsible for managing a program
created by a previous PM as well as creating and managing their own programs. DARPA seeks
technically trained and creative people who are well connected to their technical communities
and are able to motivate high performance from R&D performers. PMs come from a mix of
technical positions in universities, industry, government labs, military services, and research
and consulting organizations. Many come from organizations that are connected to DARPA,
such as universities or companies working on DARPA contracts, or defense-related government
R&D organizations.
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DARPA PMs range widely in age (most are between 30 and 70) and career stage (early to late).
PMs must be U.S. citizens, but some are immigrants. Many have defense experience in some
form, having served in the Armed Forces or worked as a civilian scientist or engineers for a
defense organization.
PMs are primarily attracted to DARPA because of the potential to have a strong influence on
the development of an area of technology. In addition, DARPA has a good reputation and being
a PM is generally viewed as helpful to one’s career.
Recruiting strong PMs is a high priority of DARPA management. They spend a significant
amount of their time on recruitment. Much recruitment is done through networking among
DARPA’s community of research performers, alumni, contractors, and other affiliate
organizations.
DARPA benefits from flexible hiring authority that lets DARPA hire more quickly and pay higher
salaries than most other government agencies (although DARPA salaries may still be lower than
some private sector salaries). DARPA can also use various mechanisms to bring people to
DARPA on temporary assignments from universities, non-profit organizations, or other
government agencies.
Once at DARPA, PMs learn from DARPA’s well-developed culture and practices. New PMs are
mentored by other PMs and office directors and are aided by highly skilled support contractors
and military liaisons. When, as occasionally happens, new PMs do not adapt well to DARPA,
they sometime return early to their previous organization or receive assistance in finding
another position.
After their DARPA term end, most PMs have good job opportunities – they are viewed as skilled
managers and as among the most knowledgeable and best-connected people in an important
area of technology. Some PMs who were on a temporary assignment from a universities or
laboratory return to their previous organization. Others move to either new or established
companies. Many PMs move into positions of higher responsibility in R&D organizations, as the
director of a center or a dean at a university or an R&D director at a company. Some PMs later
return to DARPA either as a PM, or as an Office Director, or sometimes as a consultant or
support contractor.
ARPA-E’s personnel practices are, by design, similar to DARPA in most respects. Their PMs
(called “Program Directors” at ARPA-E) have similar backgrounds (but are more connected to
energy organizations than defense organizations) and have perform similar functions. ARPA-E
does not yet have the traditions and alumni network that DARPA has.
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PERSONNEL SYSTEMS OF DARPA AND ARPA-E
INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is widely recognized to be a
highly successful research and development (R&D) organization. Its investments have led to a
large number of innovations in electronics, materials, computing, robotics, and other
technologies, and has led to new military systems such as stealth aircraft and unmanned aerial
vehicles. Other organizations in the United States, as well as R&D organizations around the
world, have attempted to adopt DARPA practices. Among the U.S. organization modeled after
DARPA is ARPA-E – “Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy” -- which was legally
established in 2007 and first funded in 2009. Now in operation for nearly a decade, it provides
additional evidence about the operations and applications of the DARPA model.
An important element of the DARPA model of R&D management is its use of short-term
(typically 3-5-year term) program managers (PMs) who are given significant authority and
responsibility to develop R&D programs, and to award and manage projects to achieve the
program goals. DARPAs success in large part depends on its ability to find and develop its
program managers.
This report focuses on DARPA’s, as well as ARPA-E’s, system to identify, recruit, develop, and
evaluate program managers. It discusses the skills PMs need, their backgrounds before coming
to DARPA, their motivations for taking the jobs, and their typical careers after DARPA. It also
discusses some of the similarities and differences in personnel practices between DARPA and
ARPA-E. Because DARPA’s R&D management and personnel system are affected by general
U.S. R&D management and personnel practices, we begin with a discussion of how these
practices shape and enable the DARPA personnel management system.
The report is based substantially on TPI’s experience, which includes extensive interactions,
including both formal interviews and informal conversations, over several decades with many
people who have worked at DARPA as program managers or in other capacities. We also
reviewed the public bios or resumes of all current and some past program managers and
reviewed prior literature on DARPA.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE U.S. RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND INNOVATION
SYSTEM THAT INFLUENCE THE DARPA AND ARPA-E PERSONNEL SYSTEMS
DARPA and ARPA-E are part of the large system of many organizations and institutions that
support and conduct research, development, and innovation (RDI) activities in the United
States, and which we collectively refer to as the “RDI system.” DARPA and ARPA-E’s
approaches to recruitment and management of their technical personnel both fit with and are
shaped by these other institutions. Organizations embedded in other national RDI systems
need to be especially aware of these linkages if they seek to use the DARPA personnel practices
in their own systems. In this section, we focus on how the larger RDI system of the United
States enables DARPA and ARPA-E personnel practices to succeed.

THE DIVERSE AND COMPETITIVE U.S. SYSTEM OF RDI SUPPORT AND PERFORMANCE
The large size and competitive nature of the U.S. RDI system makes it possible for DARPA to
recruit from a large number of RDI organizations whose staff have many of the characteristics
DARPA needs (as described in detail later). And many organizations can use the skills of
program managers after they leave DARPA.
The U.S. RDI system has several important characteristics, and successful U.S. researchers
develop several important skills that help them succeed in this system.
A first important characteristic of the RDI system is that funding comes from many sources. The
private sector and the Federal Government are the two main supporters of U.S. R&D,
augmented by private foundations, by state and local governments, and by academic
institutions. Hundreds of private companies support and conduct R&D, usually using their own
funds, but also using funds provided by the Federal Government.
In addition, U.S. researchers can seek funding from several different federal agencies. The
Federal Government’s R&D support is provided by a large number of agencies, of which six are
most prominent: the Department of Defense, the Department of Health and Human Services
(primarily its National Institutes of Health), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
the Department of Energy, the Department of Agriculture, and the National Science
Foundation. The R&D support activities of the separate departments and agencies are only
loosely coordinated by the White House’s Office of Management and Budget and by the Office
of Science and Technology Policy; in large measure the federal departments and agencies
manage their own R&D programs. This means that R&D performers often have the opportunity
to seek funding of their R&D projects from several federal agencies.
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Most of the federally funded R&D is performed by non-governmental organizations. A very
diverse set of R&D performing organizations outside of the government – universities,
companies, non-profit research labs -- compete for project funding from the Federal
government.
A second important characteristic of the U.S. R&D system is that most federal R&D funds are
awarded through some kind of competitive process. This competitive process requires that
researchers submit proposals to funding agencies. Those agencies, in turn, select projects and
performers to support based on the significance of the proposed research and the likelihood of
the success of the proposed performing team. The various funding agencies use different
approaches to make their decisions. Some use a form of peer review, under which experts in
the field of proposed study are asked for their best judgments about competing proposals.
Other agencies use their own staff members to rate proposals. Generally, peer review is used
when the R&D is likely to be more fundamental or basic, while staff review is used when the
R&D effort is driven by the need to accomplish a defined agency objective. The key point is
that, in most cases, R&D decision making is highly competitive and merit-based.
Because of the diversity of Federal funding sources and the use of competitive selection
processes, the success of individual U.S. scientists and other researchers in universities,
government laboratories, other research laboratories, and companies depends on their abilities
to win competitive R&D grants and contracts from the Federal R&D funding agencies. Of
course, success in winning grants and contracts depends not only on the ability to write winning
proposals but also on the ability to produce valuable R&D findings and results.
In this environment, many U.S. scientists and engineers have become highly skilled not only in
conducting R&D but also in developing research ideas, making proposals to both government
and non-government funding sources, and understanding how to succeed in a highlycompetitive R&D system. Moreover, R&D organizations that want to win government and
private research funding seek to hire and reward researchers with these skills. That is, R&D
organizations seek to hire and reward people who understand the missions, challenges, and
needs of R&D funders and who can assemble teams of competent researchers, write winning
proposals, and carry out R&D projects creatively and successfully. This leads to a system under
which R&D performing organizations compete to encourage and hire successful researchers. 1
Successful researchers are highly sought after, and researchers who do not mind moving

1

We use the term “researcher” to emphasize that we are referring to technically skilled people engaged in
research. But in the U.S., top researchers, and those most valuable to DARPA, generally have, in addition to
research skills, leadership skills that include the ability to identify important problems, win support for projects,
and lead teams.
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generally enjoy high job mobility. In other words, research organizations compete to hire and
retain the best researchers they can.
U.S. research organizations especially value and reward people who can win large projects, such
as research centers in universities or major long-term contracts in national laboratories or
companies. Winning these generally requires skill in putting together and managing
interdisciplinary and often multi-institutional teams, which are also useful skills for DARPA
program managers.
This large community of skilled and mobile researchers is a great asset not only for U.S.
research organizations but also for federal agencies such as DARPA. DARPA generally seeks out
and hires researchers as program managers who have demonstrated exceptional capabilities to
creatively recognize and define R&D needs and opportunities, to evaluate potential R&D
performers, and to oversee and manage successful R&D projects. The fact that the U.S. R&D
system in general tends to develop, recognize, and reward such people is of immense help to
DARPA in finding and developing program managers. By the same token, successful DARPA
program managers typically have exceptional capabilities of the sort that R&D performing
institutions are seeking for their own staff members. The result is that researcher mobility into
and out of DARPA (and ARPA-E) is remarkably fluid and free of most major barriers. 2 As noted
in subsequent sections of this report, such mobility is commonplace for DARPA and ARPA-E.

U.S. R&D MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
In addition to generally understanding how to succeed in a diverse, competitive R&D system,
many skilled U.S. researchers also understand the specific “R&D management practices” (goals,
strategies, and procedures) used at DARPA and other government and private organizations
that want to develop new breakthrough technologies. While DARPA is noteworthy for
management practices that develop breakthrough technologies, many similar practices can be
found in other U.S. R&D institutions. Because skilled researchers understand these R&D
practices, DARPA can draw on potential program managers who are already familiar with many
aspects of the agency’s goals and strategies.

2

One barrier is security restrictions, discussed later.
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When DARPA and other U.S. R&D funding agencies (and companies) seek to make major
advances in technology quickly or seek to exploit breakthroughs or emerging ideas in more
fundamental scientific research, they adopt such strategies as:











Scanning the world for major new technological opportunities and threats,
Adopting a portfolio approach to project and performer selection that emphasizes
following multiple approaches to the same problem simultaneously and independently,
Adopting active technical oversight of R&D projects by experienced personnel who have
the highest technical competencies,
Setting technical performance targets that represent aggressive advances over the
current state of the art; that is, taking large technical risks,
Drawing upon the contributions of the most talented and qualified individual
researchers and research teams, regardless of their institutional affiliations,
Attending closely and continuously to the performance of the researchers and teams
they select to carry out the work,
Investing enough money in the research projects to ensure that researchers can readily
access the resources they need to carry out their work at the highest levels,
Terminating R&D projects as soon as they fail to deliver anticipated or hoped-for results,
replacing team leadership or key team members if failure is attributable to specific
individuals or groups, or terminating projects all together if technical goals prove
unachievable, and
Developing learning organizations that encourage frank and open information sharing
regarding progress, success, and failure and that use that information to help shape the
subsequent projects.

These strategies have been developed over many decades of experience in managing ambitious
R&D projects with highly aggressive performance goals, including such high-profile cases as the
Manhattan Project during World War II, the Apollo moon shot project of the 1960s, and civilian
nuclear power development during the 1950s.3
U.S. researchers who are experienced in projects that follow the types of strategies listed above
will generally find DARPA’s approaches to be quite familiar (although DARPA and ARPA-E
employs such strategies with a greater intensity than most other agencies). And because many

3

Not all big projects adopt all of these strategic elements. And, some projects follow this menu of strategic
options and still fail to deliver acceptable results. Additionally, a strategy like the one discussed here may not be
appropriate to basic research that explores deeply into the unknown, where a more diffuse approach may be more
successful than a closely managed one.
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U.S. researchers understand these R&D management practices, DARPA benefits when it hires
some of these researchers as program managers.

U.S. LABOR MARKETS FOR TECHNICAL TALENT
The existence of a U.S. community of skilled researchers is very important for DARPA. However,
the agency must also persuade some of the people to leave their current positions and come to
work as program managers. In particular, DARPA’s use of short-term appointments for program
managers relies on a high degree of mobility among U.S. R&D personnel.
Fortunately for DARPA, top researchers in the United States are highly mobile across sectors,
employers, roles, and activities. That is, they are willing and able to change jobs and even types
of jobs. Such mobility is not only allowed; it is encouraged using financial incentives (salaries
but also such long-term incentives as ownership interest in companies), flexible conditions of
work, provision of well-equipped research facilities and equipment, and other perquisites. In
addition, in the U.S. aspects of labor markets that discourage mobility are avoided, such as use
of graduation cohort, age, seniority, race, gender, affiliations or primary disciplines in making
employment decisions.
Institutions also encourage labor mobility by using limited-term contracts or other temporary
arrangements to augment their staffs instead of entering into long-term employment
agreements to hire employees. Such arrangements do have important costs for both
employers and employees, but they are widely used in R&D performing sectors.
Hiring, evaluation, promotion, and job changes for researchers are all largely merit-based
rather than seniority-based. Individual merit is assessed in a multidimensional manner using
such measures as academic accomplishments for younger researchers and demonstrated
achievements for experienced researchers. Building effective teams of researchers is founded
on a recognition that different researchers have different strengths and that diversity of
capabilities is important to overall project success. Increasingly, therefore, U.S. research
organizations are highly multidisciplinary, and research teams are often multi-institutional. The
ability to work in interdisciplinary settings and in a multi-institutional context is increasingly
valued in U.S. researchers.
Finally, we need to mention a factor that limits the ability of DARPA to hire and fund some of
the country’s best researchers: the key role of national security policies. DARPA staff, for
example, must be citizens of the United States and must pass national security background
checks that make them eligible for security clearances. Researchers without such clearances,
including non-citizens, may be able to work on some DARPA-funded projects, particularly at
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universities, but even there they may face government-mandated limitations on their freedom
to publish in the open literature or to visit certain facilities. At the extremes of national security
concern, even U.S. citizens with security clearances may be prohibited from accessing certain
aspects or all of the aspects of some highly classified projects. As the U.S. R&D workforce has
become increasingly internationalized, security classification is a continual concern of agency
officials, institutional leaders, and individual researchers.

DARPA’S PERSONNEL SYSTEM

DARPA’S MISSION & REQUIREMENTS
DARPA’s mission is “to make pivotal investments in breakthrough technologies for national
security.”4 By “pivotal investments,” DARPA means R&D investments that fundamentally
change the direction of technology. This mission shapes the attributes that the agency wants in
program managers. DARPA wants program managers with the following characteristics:







Motivated to work on new technical possibilities
Very smart and well-trained
Well-connected to their technical communities, because people in those communities
often have valuable ideas and insights and because these connections facilitate
identification of the top researchers in the PM’s field
Willing and able to take “thoughtful risks”
Able to ask for high performance from R&D “performers” (the researchers funded by
DARPA) but also able to work with and help those performers.

Different parts of DARPA need different types of people. The “technology offices” (an informal
term) focus on creating new “foundational technologies.”5 Here, DARPA’s leaders want people

4

5

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, “Mission,” https://www.darpa.mil/about-us/mission.

The informal term “technology offices” refers to the parts of DARPA that focus on creating new “foundational
technologies.” These include the Biological Technologies Office (BTO), the Defense Sciences Office (DSO), the
Information Innovation Office (I2O), and the Microsystems Technology Office (MTO). However, while these offices
concentrate on developing new basic technologies, they also sometimes create new prototype systems such as
new biological or radiological detectors. Similarly, the “systems offices” – TTO and STO – sometimes fund work on
important new technologies that later can be used in prototype systems. DARPA also occasionally creates
temporary special projects offices. In 2019, DARPA operates one special projects office: the Aerospace Projects
Office (APO).” https://www.darpa.mil/about-us/offices/special-projects-technology-transition
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who are very knowledgeable about new cutting-edge science and technology. Many of these
people come from universities and high-tech companies.
The “systems offices”—the Tactical Technology Office (TTO) and the Strategic Technology
Office (STO) – often build prototype systems. For these offices, people with experience in large
companies, national laboratories, and the armed forces often have valuable skills.
DARPA also has had an Adaptive Execution Office (AEO), whose job is not to develop new
technology but rather to help move DARPA-developed technologies into the military services. In
this office, current and former military officers with strong links to the armed services are
particularly valuable. In early 2019, the AEO’s Director was a retired Air Force major general.
Every program manager must perform several basic tasks, and so the agency looks for people
who can carry out these tasks. The tasks include:





When a new PM joins the agency, he or she first must manage existing R&D programs
that earlier PMs started.
Next, the new program manager must propose his or her own new R&D programs –
ones that contain “thoughtful risks.” The PM must develop the idea for a new program;
discuss it with the technical community; get approval from DARPA executives; write the
program solicitation (DARPA calls these solicitations “broad agency announcements”);
review the proposals and select winners; and supervise and “coach” (that is, help) those
R&D “performers” (the researchers). The PM must also decide whether the research is
technically promising or not. If it is not, the program is terminated. If the performers do
make good technical progress, the PM must decide whether to propose another
program in the same technical field. The PM makes these decisions in consultation with
his or her office director and sometimes also other officials in the Defense Department.
The PMs do not conduct research themselves. DARPA has no laboratories of its own.
R&D performers in universities, companies, and government laboratories conduct the
research.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DARPA PROGRAM MANAGER JOBS
The program manager’s job has several important characteristics, and these characteristics
affect who is willing and able to join DARPA.
PM jobs are temporary. Program manager jobs are temporary – typically three to five years in
duration. Some potential program managers like the temporary nature of the job, because they
want to return to their main careers, such as being university professors. Other people,
however, want to have a long-term job and are less interested in temporary positions.
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University and laboratory researchers usually can keep their main jobs. Most U.S. universities
and many government laboratories allow employees to take “leaves of absence” for two to four
years, meaning that these employees can temporarily go to work for another organization but
still return to their main jobs. DARPA is able to take advantage of this practice by offering
temporary employment and reasonable salaries to professors and laboratory scientists and
engineers. However, professors still face difficulties when taking a PM job. For example, they
must find other professors at their universities to mentor their graduate students, and their
own research projects inevitably face disruption and delay. Medical doctors who come to
DARPA are sometimes allowed to continue to see patients on a part-time basis, so that they can
maintain their skills.
Private-sector employees must leave their companies, and DARPA salaries are lower than the
private sector. DARPA requires anyone who works for a private company to resign from that
company before they come to work at the agency. Moreover, while DARPA has more flexibility
than many other federal agencies to offer high salaries – a point discussed later in this report -even DARPA’s salaries rarely match those available in private firms. These features of the PM’s
job mean that private-sector scientists and engineers make large sacrifices if they come to
DARPA.
Location and travel. DARPA’s office building is in Arlington, Virginia, near Washington, D.C., so
people who join the agency must move to the Washington area. In addition, program managers
must travel a great deal, to meet with researchers and to help supervise projects. These
features of the PM’s job can be difficult for parents of young children, particularly if their
families live far from Washington, D.C. Many program managers are younger people without
young children, middle-aged people whose children are older, or military officers whose
families routinely move with them to new locations. However, some DARPA program managers
with families in other cities commute weekly; they go home on weekends and during work days
live in rented apartments near DARPA’s building.

WHERE DO PROGRAM MANAGERS COME FROM?
DARPA program managers come from many types of organizations,6 including:

6

These types of organization are discussed in more detail in TPI’s report “Institutions to Perform Governmentfunded R&D.” Available at:
http://www.technopoli.net/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/Government_RD_Institutions.4184933.pdf
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Universities (including university-affiliated laboratories)
Government agencies and civil-service government laboratories (that is, laboratories
whose researchers are government employees)
Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratories
Independent research organizations like SRI International or Draper
Defense-oriented “think tanks,” such as RAND or the Institute for Defense Analyses
Private-sector companies, including commercial firms, defense companies, and
occasionally the technical support contractor firms that provide assistance to DARPA
The U.S. military services.

People in the overall DARPA community – the agency itself and the organizations and
individuals it works with – often “circulate” among different DARPA-related jobs. That is, they
move from one type of job to another. For example, a DARPA-funded researcher might become
a program manager. Some program managers become DARPA office directors or deputy office
directors. Sometimes consultants to DARPA become PMs. Sometimes former PMs become
DARPA-funded R&D performers. In addition, some former PMs return to DARPA later in their
careers and serve as a PM for a second or even third time, and most recent agency directors
and deputy directors had previous experience working at DARPA. The ability of Americans,
particularly highly-skilled people, to change jobs easily helps make possible this “job
circulation.”

WHY DARPA PROGRAM MANAGER POSITIONS ARE ATTRACTIVE
So, why would a successful scientist, engineer, or physician want to work at DARPA? What are
their motivations? There are several reasons:






The work is exciting and important. DARPA program managers have the opportunity to
design and fund innovative research programs that create important and interesting
new technologies. PMs also make significant contributions to America’s national
security.
DARPA program managers can make big impacts in their fields of technology. DARPA
provides PMs with more money, control, and responsibility than many other R&D
organizations.
The PM’s job does not require a long-term commitment. While many people in other
agencies want long-term government careers, DARPA attracts people who want to work
for a few years in the government but then return to their work in universities,
laboratories, or companies.
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DARPA experience often helps a person get an interesting and well-paid job after that
person leaves the agency. So, working at DARPA is good “career move.” In particular,
both commercial companies and defense companies like to hire former DARPA program
managers, because those PMs know a great deal about new technologies, about the
research community, and about the needs of DoD and the processes it uses to fulfill
those needs. They learn how the agency operates.
DARPA provides good administrative and technical support for program managers.
DARPA has excellent administrative people – a point that is not well known but very
important for the agency’s success. These administrative people include government
contract officers, lawyers, and human resources specialists. The agency also provides
PMs will excellent technical and administrative support staff – contractors called
“Systems Engineering and Technical Assistance” (SETA) contractors7. As a result,
program managers can focus on the substance of their jobs; much of the contract and
other administrative work is done by others. Finally, military and former military officers
at DARPA help program managers understand the needs and operations of DoD.
DARPA provides a great opportunity to work with other good people, and the agency
has a very good reputation. People consider it an outstanding place to work, with good
leadership, a good organizational culture, and outstanding colleagues.
For PMs coming from the military services, defense agencies, or defense R&D
organizations, service as a PM is both a good career move within the DOD hierarchy (at
least for people pursuing technical, rather than military command, positions) as well as
a good bridge to positions outside of DOD.

FLEXIBLE HIRING AUTHORITIES
DARPA would have great difficulty in hiring highly competent scientists and engineers if it had
to follow normal civil service rules. For example, under regular civil service rules, the
recruitment and hiring of new Federal Government employees usually involve an open,
competitive and time-consuming process that is designed to create barriers to preferential or
politically-motivated hiring of specific individuals. Furthermore, government salaries for the
most highly-skilled people are set at levels that often are not competitive with private-sector
salaries.

7

Wikipedia has a short article that explains SETAs. See:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_Engineering_and_Technical_Assistance
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However, U.S. civil-service laws distinguish between “permanent” government employees, who
are hired through these standard procedures, and “non-permanent” employees. DARPA
benefits from special hiring procedures for its temporary scientists, engineers, and physicians.
Several laws passed by Congress allow DARPA to hire program managers quickly and to offer
them salaries that are higher than salaries paid to most other government employees.
Intergovernmental Personnel Act Mobility Program. A 1970 law created the IPA Mobility
Program that applies to DARPA and other Federal agencies. A government document explains
the Program:
The IPA Mobility Program is a personnel mechanism authorized under the U.S.
Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA) of 1970. The program allows the temporary
assignment of skilled personnel between Federal and non-Federal entities. The U.S.
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) oversees the program and maintains a Web site
at www.opm.gov/programs/ipa.8
Under this program, DARPA and other agencies may hire temporary personnel quickly. The
skilled personnel may come from state and local governments; U.S. colleges and universities;
Indian tribal governments; Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (a category
that includes many government laboratories and other facilities that are operated by
contractors);9 and “other” eligible organizations (a category which includes nonprofit research
firms).
Initial IPA Mobility Program assignments in Federal agencies may last for up to two years and
may be extended up to a total of four years. Individuals with IPA assignments receive the same
pay that they earned at their home institutions (unless that pay was below government rates, in
which case the agency increases the salary). In general, the home institution (such as a
university) still pays the individual’s salary and provides health and retirement benefits, and the
Federal agency reimburses the home institution for these costs.
Section 1101 direct-hire authority. While the IPA Mobility Program is important, it does not
help DARPA to hire scientists and engineers who work outside of universities, government
laboratories, and non-profit research organizations. To hire other people, particularly

8

U.S. Agency for International Development, “IPA Assignments – Frequently Asked Questions,” June 7, 2012.
Available at: https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1877/437saa.pdf.
9

For more information on Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) see TPI’s report
“Institutions to Perform Government-funded R&D available at
http://www.technopoli.net/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/Government_RD_Institutions.4184933.pdf
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individuals who have worked in industry, DARPA uses what its “direct hire authority” – legal
permission to hire other temporary employees quickly and pay them good salaries.
In 1998, Congress gave DARPA direct hire authority in Section 1101 of the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1999 (U.S. Public Law 105-261), so this legal authority is called
“Section 1101 authority.” A government report provides details about this program:
In 1998, Congress established an experimental program for hiring scientific and
technical personnel at DARPA (P.L. 105-261). Specifically, the program granted DARPA
the authority to directly hire experts in science and engineering from outside the federal
government for limited term appointments (up to six years). It also exempted the
agency from complying with traditional civilian personnel requirements, thereby
allowing DARPA to streamline its hiring process and increase the level of compensation
it could offer scientists and engineers. Many in Congress viewed this flexibility in hiring
as improving DARPA’s ability to recruit and retain eminent scientific and technical
experts. Congress routinely extended the duration of the experimental personnel
program between 1998 and 2015. Congress made the hiring authority permanent in the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2017 (P.L. 114-328).10 11
Together, the IPA hiring authority and Section 1101 laws give DARPA an ability to hire talented
scientists, engineers, and physicians quickly and to pay them salaries above the usual allowable
Civil Service levels, although those salaries do not always match the employee’s previous salary
in industry.
Temporary assignment of government and military personnel. In addition to these flexible
legal authorities to hire people from outside of the government, DARPA (and other federal
agencies) also use legal authorities that allow federal agencies to offer temporary assignments
to civilian government scientists and engineers from other agencies and to military officers. For

10

Marcy E. Gallo, “Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency: Overview and Issues for Congress,” Congressional
Research Service, Report R45088, November 13, 2018, pages 6-7. Available at the Congressional Research Service
website, https://crsreports.congress.gov/.
11

When Congress and the President enact a new law (or Congress enacts a law despite a President’s veto), that
law (also known as a “statute”) receives a “Public Law” number. That number has two parts: the number of the
two-year Congressional session – such as the 114th Congress, which met in 2015 and 2016 – and a specific number
for that particular statute. So, for example, Congress included a section in P.L. 114-328 that makes DARPA’s
“Section 1101” authority permanent. Once a new statute is enacted, then government lawyers integrate it with
the large body of existing federal law, a document known as the “United States Code” and frequently abbreviated
as “U.S.C.” The United States code is organized into a series of large “titles” (books or volumes). So, for example,
the provisions of P.L. 114-328 that pertain to DARPA’s hiring authority went into Title 10 of the U.S. Code and
specifically into Section 1599h of that title. To see exactly what today’s law says, one should read that section of
the Code. Other provisions of the U.S. Code allow other agencies to hire temporary scientific and professional
personnel – such as 5 U.S.C. 3104 and 5 U.S.C. 5376 – but DARPA’s “Section 1101 authority” is currently in 10
U.S.C. 1599h.
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example, some DARPA program managers come from other agencies and civil-service
laboratories within the Defense Department. Military officers also work at DARPA; some of
them are scientists and engineers who become PMs, while others are liaison officers who help
DARPA officials work with the military services.

DARPA PROGRAM MANAGER RECRUITMENT, DEVELOPMENT AND CAREER PATHS

BACKGROUNDS OF PROGRAM MANAGERS
Below is some basic information about DARPA current or recent program managers. These
come from a TPI analysis of the biographies of 93 program managers listed on DARPA’s website
in November 2018. (The backgrounds of program managers at other times may differ.)









All PMs are technically trained, mostly with PhD degrees, in areas related to their
programs.
They have a range of ages, mostly from early 30s to 60s, and of career stages.
PMs come from mix of technical positions in universities, industry, government labs,
military services, and consulting organizations.
Almost 10 percent of PMs have prior PM experience at DARPA and have returned for
a second or sometimes even a third period at the agency. Other PMs previously
worked for DARPA as consultants or support contractors. And many PMs worked on
DARPA-funded projects before becoming PMs.
A significant portion of PMs (10-20 percent) received their first university degree in
another country and are presumably immigrants. However, all program managers
must be U.S. citizens at the time they work for the agency.
A significant portion of PMs (around 40 percent) have military or defense experience
in some form. That is, they are current or former active-duty military officers or
civilian scientists and engineers employed elsewhere in the Department of Defense.

RECRUITMENT PROCEDURES
It is not easy to find people who are (1) very good technically, (2) willing and able to lead
research programs, and (3) willing and able to come to DARPA. Also, because DARPA program
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managers typically serve for only three to five years, DARPA’s executives need to replace
program managers frequently.
As a result, DARPA’s executives – the agency director and deputy director and the office
directors and their deputies – spend much of their time trying to identify, interview, and then
recruit new program managers.
Because these agency executives are themselves technically trained and part of the overall U.S.
R&D community, they know many people in U.S. universities, government laboratories, and
companies. The executives will often ask people whom they respect to suggest people who
would make good program managers or office directors.
The agency does not have a formal recruiting process. Recruiting practices vary by office,
depending on the social network of that office. “Technology offices” often recruit people who
have experience in universities and commercial companies. “Systems offices” often look for
technical people with experience in defense companies, government laboratories, and the
military. Some offices get multiple PMs from a relatively small number of organizations. For
example, over the years MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory has provided many PMs. There is some
recruitment of PMs from DARPA’s SETA contractors and from the research performers whom
DARPA funds. The key point is that the agency’s leaders constantly look for good people. Office
Directors are primarily responsible for hiring new PMs, subject to approval by the Director.
Prospective PMs are usually asked about their ideas for new programs as part of the hiring
process to ensure they can conceptualize DARPA-like programs, but hiring the PM does not
mean that the program idea is approved.12 Usually either the agency director or the agency
deputy director or both will also interview potential program managers before the agency hires
them.
PMs can serve at DARPA in different stages in their careers – early, mid-career, and late career.
PMs at different career stages have roughly equal status at DARPA.
The agency director and deputy director must also recruit new office directors and deputy
directors when people in those jobs prepare to leave the agency. In many cases, the agency
director will promote a program manager to become a deputy office director or office director.
In these cases, the program manager has not only shown technical leadership in his or her area
but also the potential to manage a DARPA office well. These individuals remain “temporary

12

See: https://www.darpa.mil/work-with-us/recruitment-information
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government employees.”13 At other times the agency director will hire office directors and
deputy directors from outside DARPA.

PROGRAM MANAGER TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT
The training, socialization, and management of new program managers are important tasks for
DARPA, because agency personnel change so frequently. How does the agency maintain
continuity and a common sense of purpose? Three factors are important: a common culture,
good management, and effective support personnel who help program managers.
DARPA’s culture. DARPA has had an enduring organizational culture. For example, former
program managers who never worked together at the agency and meet later in their lives
nonetheless quickly understand each other and can share experiences, because they share that
same long-enduring culture. New program managers quickly learn that culture’s values, beliefs,
and practices. The culture has several parts.


First, all DARPA people share a fundamental and long-term goal – creating breakthrough
technologies for national security.



Second, new program managers quickly learn that they must take the initiative and
propose bold new programs, but at the same time they must also listen carefully to the
best researchers in their technical community. This process requires a delicate balance:
PMs must be bold but also be willing and able to learn from others.



Third, DARPA has a common set of beliefs and rules that help program managers and
agency executives decide which technical risks are worth taking. In the 1970s a DARPA
director named George Heilmeier wrote down a set of questions that he felt every
program manager needed to answer about a proposed new DARPA research program.
These questions are now called the Heilmeier “catechism,”14 and every new program

13

While DARPA jobs under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act can last no longer than four years, DARPA can
often create a new appointment if a program manager moves to a new job as either an office director or deputy
office director. Section 1101 authority also allows the agency to extend the time an individual can serve at the
agency. But in both cases the individual still is a “temporary” federal employee. Also, there is an important point
about university professors who extend their time at DARPA. Usually, U.S. universities will grant “leaves of
absence” to professors for two or three years. If a university professor stays longer at DARPA, the university’s
personnel rules may require him or her to resign from the university.
14

In English, the word “catechism” means the official written version of a religion’s beliefs and rules. For example,
the official book that summarizes the beliefs of the Roman Catholic Church is called a “catechism.” Today, the term
can mean the official or semi-official written beliefs of both religious and non-religious organizations, although
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manager learns to judge his or her program ideas by applying these questions. (Please
see the text box below for a list of those questions.)


Fourth, program managers are quickly taught how to work with their research
“performers” – the researchers whom DARPA funds. Program managers must require
high performance from researchers and push them to meet technical milestones. At the
same time, though, research projects rarely go as planned, so program managers also
are expected to be flexible and to help their researchers work around problems. If a
research project is not working, then the program manager must terminate it. This is not
considered a failure; finding out that a particular technical idea does not work is part of
DARPA’s learning process.

THE HEILMEIER “CATECHISM” (A SET OF BELIEFS AND RULES)
DARPA operates on the principle that generating big rewards requires taking big risks. But
how does the Agency determine what risks are worth taking? George H. Heilmeier, a former
DARPA director (1975-1977), crafted a set of questions known as the "Heilmeier Catechism"
to help Agency officials think through and evaluate proposed research programs.









What are you trying to do? Articulate your objectives using absolutely no jargon.
How is it done today, and what are the limits of current practice?
What is new in your approach and why do you think it will be successful?
Who cares? If you are successful, what difference will it make?
What are the risks?
How much will it cost?
How long will it take?
What are the mid-term and final “exams” to check for success?15

Source: DARPA, https://www.darpa.mil/work-with-us/heilmeier-catechism

Good management. DARPA’s office directors and deputy office directors quickly learn that a big
part of their jobs is to train, mentor, and supervise new program managers. Program managers

DARPA does not mean that the Heilmeier “catechism” is an official set of rules or beliefs. Instead, it is a set of
principles or “guiding questions” that agency leaders encourage program managers to use as they design and
evaluate R&D programs. It is therefore an important part of the agency’s culture.
15

In other words, how does one measure progress during the project, and how does one determine if the project
is successful in the end.
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must be imaginative and bold, but office directors must make sure that their ideas are realistic.
Office directors constantly push new program managers to ask the Heilmeier questions. The
agency director and deputy director also review and critique proposed programs.
New program managers also receive training from DARPA’s lawyers and contracting officials.
These officials teach new PMs the rules they must follow, including procedures for making
awards and also conflict-of-interest regulations.
If a program manager is not happy or not successful in proposing and running programs, then
DARPA executives will seek to mentor or help that program manager. In some cases, agency
executives will quietly ask the program manager to leave and encourage him or her to find
another job or, in the case of IPAs, return to his or her permanent position earlier than
originally planned.
How DARPA leaders define “failure.” At DARPA, what does it mean to say that a program
manager is “failing” or has “failed”?
First, DARPA’s definition of “failure” is closely tied to the agency’s mission to invest in
breakthrough technologies. In particular, a new PM can fail by not being both bold and
thoughtful. Following the Heilmeier criteria, DARPA leaders expect PMs to propose research
programs that could make significant improvements in technology. A PM who proposes only
small, incremental steps is failing. And a program manager who proposes a bold research idea
but cannot show how it might succeed is also failing.
Second, if a bold but well-designed research program does not succeed technically, then
DARPA’s leaders do not usually see that technical failure as a personal failure of the PM or an
organizational failure for the agency. This is a very important point. No one likes technical
failures. But as an agency that takes technical risks, DARPA expects that some of its research
programs will fail to achieve their technical objectives. The agency does not punish program
managers for technical failures. Moreover, DARPA sees technical failures as valuable learning
experiences. The agency learns what does and does not work, and that information helps to
guide future work. 16

16

Here we can mention a specific example. In 2012, DARPA funded a program called Airborne Launch Assist Space
Access (ALASA). The goal was to create small aircraft-launched rockets that could put small satellites into orbit. The
goal was not to develop radical new technologies but rather to extend existing types of technologies to create
rockets that military planes could carry and use to launch small satellites quickly, cheaply, and from anywhere in
the world. While most of the needed technologies already existed, the ALASA Program did ask the R&D performers
to develop a new type of fuel for the rockets. The new fuel was a problem; in two tests on the ground, the rockets
blew up. No one was hurt, but DARPA decided to terminate the program. But DARPA and the performers learned
an important lesson, and in fact later DARPA awarded further contracts to explore how to make the new fuel work.
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Third, program managers can make two types of management mistakes when running research
programs. To begin with, PMs must be intellectually honest about whether research projects
within a program are working or not. If the research is not succeeding, then the PM fails if he or
she does not propose to end the program. But there is also another point. As the program
manager reviews research progress, he or she must always treat the research performers with
respect and in turn must expect the researchers to be honest about any problems that arise. A
good program manager works with research performers, but a PM fails if performers begin to
hide problems or decide that they cannot ask that PM for advice and help.
Fourth, program managers – and DARPA overall – must maintain a complex relationship with
the rest of the Department of Defense. On the one hand, DARPA and its PMs must pursue their
own ideas about which new technologies are important. The agency needs “autonomy” – the
ability to act independently of the military services. At the same time, a good program manager
will learn about the military’s needs and will consider how new technologies might help, and
when a research program has succeeded then a good PM will try to show military officers the
potential value of the new technologies. Program managers, by themselves, cannot guarantee
that the Defense Department will use these new technologies. But a good PM will work with
military officers. A PM who does not try to work with the rest of the Defense Department is
neglecting a part of his or her job. In the end, however, it is the military services that decide
whether to use or apply a new technology developed through DARPA’s efforts. Thus, the fact
that the services choose not to apply a new technology does not mean that the Program
Manager who was in charge of the development of that technology has failed.
Helpful support personnel. While program managers typically stay at DARPA for only three to
five years, the agency has three types of support personnel who help the program managers.
First, in addition to the about 100 program managers and agency executives, who stay only a
few years, there are about 100 career permanent DARPA employees who are specialists in
contracts, law, human resources and recruiting, Congressional relations, and so forth. They
handle administrative tasks, train PMs in legal and contracting procedures, and allow PMs to
focus on technical matters.
Second, the agency has several hundred Systems Engineering and Technical Assistance
contractors, referred to as “SETAs”, who provide technical and administrative support to the

For a good basic description of the ALASA Program, please see this article: “Airborne Launch Assist Space Access,”
Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airborne_Launch_Assist_Space_Access
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PMs and the agency’s senior executives. Some of these SETAs have PhD degrees in science and
engineering and are themselves top experts in the technical fields of interest to the PM.
Third, the agency has both active-duty and retired military personnel, who help educate
program managers – most of whom are civilians – about DoD and the armed services. Some of
the military people are themselves program managers and talk with the civilian program
managers about both technical and military matters. DARPA also has a set of Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Marine Corps “liaison officers,” who help the agency director, deputy director, and
program managers connect with officials in the Pentagon and at major military installations.

POST-DARPA CAREERS
Working at DARPA usually does not hurt the careers of people who served as program
managers and in fact often helps their careers.
First, in many cases PMs can return to their original jobs. Because U.S. universities and
government laboratories often let their researchers take “leaves of absence,” program
managers from these institutions do not lose their jobs if they serve at DARPA. The transition
back to their universities and laboratories may present some short-term difficulties; for
example, professors will need new funding and new graduate students in order to carry out
their university research. But these difficulties are likely to be only short-term. Furthermore,
the leadership experiences that PMs enjoy often prepares them for promotion into higher-level
positions within their home organizations, or other organizations, when they leave DARPA. For
example, former DARPA PMs are frequently recruited by universities to serve as department
heads, deans or chief research officers.
Similarly, military officers who serve at DARPA as either program managers or liaison officers
will move to new assignments. For them, their years at DARPA may both hinder and help their
military careers. Command experience is an important factor in promotion to more responsible
positions in the military, and the time they spend at DARPA is time not spent commanding
soldiers, sailors, or airmen. However, the Army, Navy, and Air Force rely heavily on new
technologies, and experience at DARPA may help officers demonstrate their deep knowledge of
those new technologies.
Second, there are benefits even for former industry researchers who had to give up their jobs
to come to DARPA.
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DARPA’s reputation for selecting good program managers gives a “reputational halo” to
PMs. That is, universities and companies believe that if DARPA hired someone and they
were successful there, then they must be very good technically.



Program managers develop and demonstrate useful skills in designing and then
managing research programs.



The managers of successful DARPA research programs may be viewed as world leaders
in important emerging technologies. They have deep knowledge of technical
opportunities and, equally important, deep knowledge about the best researchers in a
particular scientific or engineering field. Program managers who came from the private
sector often find that companies value their broad technical knowledge and will offer
them interesting jobs.

Many former program managers, office directors, and deputy office directors find that they can
move from research to research management. That is, organizations hire them to manage
larger scale research projects and become the directors of major R&D centers. One recent
example is Dr. Ken Gabriel, who served as deputy director of DARPA during President Obama’s
first term, then became a research manager at Google, and then director of the Draper
Laboratory, a major defense research organization. 17
Some former program managers make significant career changes after they leave the agency.
For example, university professors may find that they want to work directly on creating new
technologies, and they move from academia to work in companies, sometimes in senior
positions. For these people, working at DARPA has “changed their lives” and opened up new
possibilities.
It should also be noted that some people become DARPA PMs near the end of their careers,
and thus are not looking at it as stepping stone elsewhere. Some late-career DARPA PMs may
have had long, interesting, and/or lucrative careers, but choose to go to DARPA because they
enjoy the job and the ability it gives them to advance technology.

ARPA-E’S PERSONNEL SYSTEM AND COMPARISON WITH DARPA
The Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) was consciously modeled after
DARPA. Like DARPA, ARPA-E is intended to achieve an important national goal through

17

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaigham-j-gabriel-618570167
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supporting revolutionary advances in science and technology and translating these advances
into technological innovations. Also, like DARPA, ARPA-E was designed to use strong and
capable program managers to establish and manage R&D programs to create breakthrough
technologies. ARPA-E uses the title of “Program Director” for positions equivalent to DARPA’s
“Program Manager.”
Although similar in many ways, ARPA-E differs from DARPA in several important ways. One is
that its mission is focused on the development of energy technologies, not national security
technologies. Another key difference is that the primary ultimate user for DARPA-developed
technologies is the Department of Defense and so there is a direct organizational connection
between DARPA’s programs and the military. The ultimate users of ARPA-E developed
technologies, by contrast, are largely commercial firms competing in the marketplace, and so
the connection between the research and the application of the research is less direct. ARPA-E
is also much smaller than DARPA – its budget is about one-tenth as large. 18
Another, subtler difference between DARPA and ARPA-E is the flexibility that their parent
departments have to shape the agencies. DARPA was created in 1958 under a broad legislative
authority given to the Department of Defense to conduct R&D projects using industry,
universities and other research performers.19 The Department of Defense has much flexibility
in how it organizes and manages DARPA. By contrast, the 2007 law establishing ARPA-E defined
its mission, mechanisms, and staffing in much more detail (in part to make sure that ARPA-E
closely follows DARPA in its processes), and additional legislation in 2011 made changes to
some of these details.20 The Congressional involvement in defining ARPA-E means that the
Department of Energy (and the President) have less flexibility in modifying ARPA-E.
As a consequence of the differences in mission, technology users, and size, ARPA-E is also
structured somewhat differently than DARPA. With many fewer program directors,21 ARPA-E
does not have DARPA’s structure of PMs organized into six technology offices. The program
directors instead are all under a Deputy Director for Technology (who is also a program
director). In addition to the technology programs, ARPA-E also has a Technology to Market
group, led by an Associate Director for Technology to Market, reflecting the importance and

18

ARPA-E’s budget is about $300 million versus about $3 billion for DARPA’s. See https://www.darpa.mil/aboutus/budget and https://arpa-e.energy.gov/?q=arpa-e-site-page/arpa-e-budget .
19
See U.S. Public Law 85-325.
20
The initial law creating ARPA-E was part of the America COMPETES Act, Public Law 110-69, enacted August 9,
2007. It was amended in the America COMPETES Reauthorization Act of 2010, enacted in January 2011. The
current statutory basis for ARPA-E (reflecting the amendments) can be found in 42 U.S. Code § 16538. Advanced
Research Projects Agency—Energy. See https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2013title42/pdf/USCODE-2013-title42-chap149-subchapXVII-sec16538.pdf
21
In February 2019, 16 programs directors were listed on the ARPA-E website.
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challenge of transitioning ARPA-E developed technology to the commercial market. In addition
to Program Directors and Technology to Market Advisors, ARPA-E also has a “fellows” program.
Fellows are generally early-career PhD scientists or engineers who work with the program
directors.
Aside from these differences, ARPA-Es personnel practices with respect to its program directors
are in most ways similar to DARPA’s.


Program directors are hired for a 3-year term which may be renewed.



The ARPA-E Director has the ability to appoint scientific, engineering, and
professional personnel without regard to the civil service laws, and has flexibility to
set their pay, up to a limit that is near the top level for Federal employees.22



ARPA-E can use IPAs to hire people from academia and non-profit organizations.



US Citizenship is required.

The roles of ARPA-E program directors, as defined in law, are similar to those of DARPA PMs,
and include:


Defining program goals, including through convening workshops and conferring with
outside experts



Soliciting applications



Building research collaborations



Selecting projects and performers based on novelty, technical merit, applicant
capabilities, and potential commercial applications and partners



Monitoring progress and recommending restructuring or terminating of projects. 23

Like their DARPA counterparts, ARPA-E program directors also have technical support
contractors. In 2012, Booz Allen Hamilton, a major consulting firm that also provides technical
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This limit is set at the level of Executive Schedule Level II, which is currently $189,600 for base pay. The director
can also pay annual bonuses up to $25,000. This amount is a very good salary in Washington for government
employees and is competitive with salaries for most technical people in academia and research institutes. It is less,
however, than salaries for top technical managers in industry. https://www.federalpay.org/ses/2018
23
See: 42 U.S. Code § 16538. Advanced Research Projects Agency—Energy.
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2013-title42/pdf/USCODE-2013-title42-chap149-subchapXVIIsec16538.pdf
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support for DARPA, won a 5-year contract valued up to $73 million to support ARPA-E’s
scientific, engineering, professional, finance and administrative operations. 24 The company has
supported ARPA-E since 2009, helping ARPA-E with its technology and business process
infrastructure, as well as supporting the creation of funding opportunity announcements,
reviewing applications, and overseeing projects.
ARPA-E Program directors have similar backgrounds to DARPA Program managers. 25 They are
typically mid-career PhDs scientists or engineers with experience in companies, research
institutes, or universities before coming to ARPA-E. Compared to DARPA PMs, ARPA-E
programs directors are more likely to have industry backgrounds and are much less likely to
have defense backgrounds. But otherwise they appear to be very similar, exhibiting a wide
range of technical backgrounds related to energy. Interestingly, a few ARPA-E program
directors came from DARPA. As with DARPA PMs, ARPA-E program directors generally propose
program ideas as part of the hiring process.26
ARPA-E does not yet have DARPA’s history, broad political support, traditions, culture or alumni
network. There are continued political debates over ARPA-E’s budget and existence, and the
lack of stability works against the establishment of its culture and reputation. 27 Because of
ARPA-E’s relative newness, there is little information yet on the post ARPA-E careers of program
directors. From limited experience, they appear to exhibit similar paths to those of DARPA
alumni, going on to industry, government, or academic positions, often with greater research
management responsibility. Because ARPA-E does not yet have DARPA’s reputation – derived
from well-known world-changing innovations – or alumni network, the ARPA-E experience may
not yet provide the cachet and career boost that being a DARPA program manager can provide.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS: DARPA AND U.S. TECHNICAL COMMUNITIES
A theme throughout this report is that DARPA and its personnel are drawn from, interact with,
and return to the overall U.S. technical enterprise and specifically to communities with strong
linkages to DARPA. DARPA both benefits from these communities and also contributes to their
development and growth.
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“Booz Allen Wins $73M DOE Award for R&D Services; Gary Rahl Comments” ExecutiveBiz. June 26, 2012.
Based on TPI analysis of biographies available at https://arpa-e.energy.gov/?q=about/arpa-e-team/programdirectors
26
https://arpa-e.energy.gov/?q=jobs#op-152897-program-director
25
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The Trump Administration’s Fiscal Year 2020 Budget proposes elimination of ARPA-E. In the past, Congress has
not agreed with the request. https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/budget-fy2020.pdf
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DARPA recruits scientists and engineers from universities, government laboratories, companies,
and elsewhere. Those organizations, in turn, rely on funding from a wide range of sources,
including DARPA as well other government R&D agencies and corporations. While DARPA can
draw from the entire U.S. technical enterprise, it has especially close and long-term
relationships with specific technical communities. These communities often include researchers
and research leaders at leading research universities such as MIT, Carnegie-Mellon, and
Stanford; at independent research laboratories such as SRI International; at government
laboratories at DoD and the Department of Energy; and at a wide range of start-up companies
and large corporations.
DARPA’s former professional employees -- its “alumni” – are an important part of these
communities. They constitute a strong technical network of scientists, engineers and
administrators that serves as a powerful mechanism for supporting each other’s career
development after DARPA service. The alumni network also plays a role in helping its members
find and recruit new technical talent, whether for DARPA or for other employers. DARPA
service tends to provide experiences that build trust in the technical capabilities and
organizational judgments of network members. Because DARPA service is limited in time, and
because DARPA alumni find themselves working in many different places after DARPA, the
network of DARPA alumni provides strong linkage across much of the U.S. scientific and
technical community, especially in fields in which DARPA has specialized.
When DARPA moves into new areas of technology, it draws on the broad technical enterprise,
including parts not previously connected to DARPA, to help create new interdisciplinary
research communities. Examples include helping to create new fields such as materials science
and engineering; computer science, computer networking, and artificial intelligence; fiber
optics; robotics and autonomous vehicles; and, more recently, advanced prosthetics. In all of
these fields, DARPA funded new interdisciplinary research, funded the training of graduate
students, supported conferences or other events that brought researchers together, and gave
legitimacy to these new groups. Appendix 1 discusses an example of an important technical
community that DARPA helped to create – the computer networking community.
Then, once created, DARPA benefits from these new technical communities in multiple ways:





Members of these communities help DARPA’s leaders Identify and recruit program
managers and office directors, and the program managers and office directors
themselves come from these communities.
People in these communities also help program managers find their next jobs
(sometimes jobs in centers or companies created by the research).
Community members provide advice to program managers, help them find R&D
performers, and often are themselves R&D performers.
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Companies and entrepreneurs in these communities help turn DARPA-funded
technologies into useful commercial and military products.
Leaders in these technical communities also provide political support for DARPA.

In summary, DARPA’s role in creating new technical communities, and its support and use of
existing technical communities are critical elements of how DARPA’s personnel system works.
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APPENDIX 1: DARPA’S ROLE IN HELPING TO CREATE THE COMPUTER NETWORKING
COMMUNITY
The computer networking field illustrates how DARPA both contributes to, and benefits from,
the creation of new technical communities. This story begins with the creation of the ARPANET,
the first computer network and a predecessor to the Internet.
In the late 1960s, Bob Taylor, the DARPA (then ARPA) office director who proposed and
managed the ARPANET project, needed to find a skilled program manager. The person he
chose, Larry Roberts, was an engineer at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory, a research facility largely
funded by the U.S. Air Force. This is an example of DARPA drawing on people funded by other
government research agencies.
As PM, Roberts contracted with BDM, a Massachusetts company largely staffed by former
faculty members and graduates from MIT, to create the machine and software that served as
the first network router. One of the people who worked for BDM was a young researcher
named Bob Kahn. Later, he and Vint Cerf, one of the UCLA graduate students who worked on
the early ARPANET project, wrote the Internet Protocol that allowed early computer networks
to talk with each other. Kahn and Cerf both later became ARPA program managers, illustrating
how researchers funded by ARPA/DARPA sometimes go to work at the agency and fund
additional important research.
The professors and graduate students who worked on the early ARPANET project not only
helped invent important features of the Internet, such as domain names, but also helped invent
early applications, such as email. In the process, they began to form a technical community that
further developed computer networking, held events and conferences, organized technical
journals, and began to form new university departments.
The ARPANET story also illustrates another important point about DARPA’s role in U.S. technical
communities: how DARPA-funded researchers and some of its own program managers
sometimes went to industry and helped develop commercial products based on DARPA-funded
technologies. In the ARPANET case, for example, Vint Cerf left ARPA and contributed to MCI, a
long-distance phone company that pioneered using digital rather than analog telephone lines.
In recent years, he has been a senior executive at Google. Bob Taylor headed the famous
computer group at Xerox Corporation’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), the group credited
with largely inventing the personal computer. Also, Robert Metcalf and David Boggs invented
Ethernet while at PARC, and Metcalf founded 3Com Corporation to make Ethernet systems. In
addition, ARPA-funded scientists at SRI International, also in California, who invented the
computer mouse and other computer technologies.
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In short, ARPA/DARPA played a leading role in creating a new computer networking discipline
and community. It did so partly by drawing upon experts funded by other research
organizations, such as the Air Force, and in turn the people it funded played important roles in
developing technology, serving in DARPA itself, and helping to create commercial and military
products based on these new technologies.
The fact that the U.S. has high job mobility, with people frequently changing jobs, helped make
this process possible. But ARPA/DARPA’s contribution to computer networking was and
remains enormous.

